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ABSTRACT - Numerous well-known Internet applications have been introduced as a result of technological 
advancements. E-banking, or mobile banking, is one such vital program that significantly affects our contemporary 
lives. While banks promote internet banking as a safe and secure way to interact, there is actually a significant risk 
involved. Despite this, banks actively encourage their consumers to conduct business online. Increased expenses and 
security risks have been brought about by the spread of mobile banking apps, which has made stronger security 
protocols more expensive for customers and banks alike.   There are several different techniques to hack a mobile 
banking system, including phishing, botnets, Trojan horses, and more. Multifactor authentication systems are 
available to confirm the legitimacy of the client; nevertheless, their disadvantage lies in the fact that they operate at 
the transaction level instead of the authentication level.   This creates the opportunity for so-called man-in-the-
middle attacks to occur between users and browser security systems, smartphones, etc. It is now essential to 
establish a more practical and practicable approach based on the transaction cum authentication level for mobile 
banking security. This paper attempts to suggest an authentication that improves the security of online banking 
systems. We suggest a hybrid one-time password that uses SHA 256 bit random OTP. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

With the increasing prevalence of cloud infrastructure and cybersecurity concerns, it is more important than 
ever to protect digital ecosystems from unauthorized access.  The growing trend of enterprises shifting their 
operations to the cloud has made sensitive data more vulnerable and attractive to potential attackers.  As a 
crucial defensive strategy, multifactor authentication (MFA) has arisen in response to this changing threat 
scenario. By using multiple authentication factors, like biometrics, tokens, or device-based authentication, 
MFA adds an extra layer of protection to the conventional dependence on passwords alone.  The goal of this 
methodical survey is to thoroughly investigate and assess the variety of multifactor authentication techniques 
designed with cloud infrastructure in mind.  It explores several techniques, technologies, and 
implementations to provide a thorough overview of the state of MFA in the context of cloud security. It also 
provides insights into the advantages, disadvantages, and new developments in protecting digital assets in the 
ever-changing world of cloud computing. 
 

1.1 MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION (MFA) 

Multifactor Authentication (MFA) prevents unauthorized access to systems and applications by requiring 
users to provide multiple forms of identity. Multi-factor authentication (MFA) adds extra layers of 
verification, usually combining two or more authentication factors, in contrast to standard single-factor 
authentication techniques that just use passwords. These variables frequently consist of the user's knowledge 
(passwords, for example), possessions (security tokens, smartphones, etc.), and identity (biometric 
information, such as fingerprints or face recognition). MFA dramatically improves the security posture of 
systems by adding numerous stages of authentication, reducing the possibility of unwanted access and 
shielding sensitive data from potential breaches. Protecting against ever- evolving cybersecurity threats is 
critical in a variety of digital contexts, including cloud infrastructure, where the use of multifactor 
authentication (MFA) has become increasingly important. 
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                                      Figure 1. MFA 

 

CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE 
 

Cloud infrastructure is a disruptive force in the ever-evolving world of modern technology, altering the 
conventional paradigms of computing and data administration. Cloud infrastructure, which is different from 
traditional on-premises solutions, uses the internet's power to provide a scalable and adaptable platform for 
the delivery of computing resources, services, and applications. Cloud infrastructure is an advanced 
collection of virtualized servers, storage systems, networking components, and security measures that enables 
enterprises to operate digital processes more effectively by overcoming the constraints of physical hardware. 
Cloud infrastructure has become the foundation of contemporary IT systems, enabling innovation, cost 
optimization, and agility and ushering in a new era of accessibility, adaptability, and computational 
efficiency. It also makes seamless service delivery possible. This introduction lays the groundwork for a 
thorough examination of the complex world of cloud infrastructure, where the convergence of connection and 
technology is redefining how individuals, organizations, and governments use computer resources to achieve 
a range of goals. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Cloud Infrastructure 

 

1.2 AUTHENTICATION FACTORS 
 

The protection of private data and safe access to online resources have become critical issues in the ever-
growing digital world. Strengthening the integrity of digital interactions is largely dependent on 
authentication, which is the process of confirming the identity of users or systems. The foundation of this 
verification procedure is made up of authentication elements, which are divided into three categories: 
"something you know," "something you have," and "something you are." The use of passwords as the only 
form of authentication has proven insufficient in the face of growing cyber threats. As a result, multifactor 
authentication (MFA), or the integration of several authentication factors, has become an essential tactic to 
enhance security measures. This investigation explores the many domains of authentication factors, from 
possession-based components like tokens and advanced biometric identifiers to knowledge- based credentials 
like passwords. Organizations may strengthen their digital perimeters, guaranteeing strong protection against 
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illegal access and cultivating a more resilient security posture in our networked and data-driven environment, 
by comprehending and utilizing these complex aspects. 

 

1.3 CLOUD SECURITY 
 

As more and more businesses realize how revolutionary cloud computing can be, it is critical to protect digital 
environments from constantly changing cyberattacks. The cornerstone of this effort is cloud security, which is 
made up of an extensive collection of procedures, tools, and guidelines intended to safeguard information, 
programs, and infrastructure housed on the cloud. Scalability, flexibility, and accessibility are the main draws 
of cloud services, but these benefits also pose significant   risks   to   the   availability,confidentiality, and 
integrity of digital assets. There is a vast array of cloud security solutions available, ranging from network 
security and compliance frameworks to identity management and encryption. This investigation explores the 
complexities of cloud security with the goal of elucidating the tactics and tools that support the safeguarding 
of confidential data in cloud environments. This study of cloud security is an essential resource for businesses 
navigating the challenging landscape of protecting their data and operations in the rapidly developing field of 
cloud computing in an era characterized by fast digital transformation. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

1.4 A BIOMETRIC AUTHORIZATION AND SEARCHABLE ENCRYPTION SCHEME FOR 
CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS 

In this research, Marius Iulian Mihailescu [1] et al. claim that cloud computing offers the ability of giving a 
collection of resources appropriate access within a network. In order to save and minimize the usage of local 
storage and other resources, many users outsource their data to various cloud services. One of the main issues 
is the storage of private information on distant servers, which can be quite difficult in various contexts 
involving privacy. In addition to being a specific example of Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE), 
Searchable Encryption (SE) is a technique made up of a number of algorithms designed to safeguard 
sensitive user data while maintaining server-side searching capabilities. A set of algorithms called Searchable 
Encryption (SE) is used in this technique. developed to preserve server-side searching capabilities while 
protecting sensitive user data. SE mostly comes in two varieties: A limited number of users possess the 
public key necessary for them to output ciphertexts and enable the creation of trapdoors with the holder's 
private key thanks to Public  Key  Searchable  Encryption (PKSE). 

 

             Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) uses private key holders to perform cipher texts and trapdoors 
for searching. In this work, we propose a searchable encryption system based on biometric authentication. 
Furthermore, the trapdoor creation process uses biometric data to prevent unauthorized users from submitting 
search queries. Three parts make up the proposed system: biometric authentication, searchable encryption 
technique, and traditional user authentication (password, username, and code message sent via short message 
service [SMS]). The first two components can be thought of as two-factor authentication (2FA), while the 
second component represents the searchable encryption system's initialization process. 

1.5 A CLOUD-CAPABLE INDUSTRIAL SMART VEHICLES WITH AN ATTRIBUTE-
BASED ACCESS CONTROL 

According to Maanak Gupta [2] et al.'s proposal in this research, linked industrial vehicles that provide users 
with cognitive and data-driven services are a key component of the smart city idea. This kind of 
communication among distributed linked objects is sometimes called the Industrial Internet-of-Vehicles 
(IIoV). The main goals of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are to protect driver safety and provide 
users with a comfortable experience. However, adversaries can remotely exploit and control essential 
mechanics in smart vehicles, such as the engine and brake systems, because to these intricate infrastructures' 
wide attack surfaces. The widespread adoption of this ground-breaking technology is seriously hampered by 
security and privacy issues until the whole vision of ITS is fully realised. ln order to offer a formal Attribute- 
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Based Access Control framework and address access control issues in the HoV ecosystem. (sometimes 
referred to as ITS-ABACG), this study is an initial step this research. Groups are introduced in the proposed 
model and assigned to different  smart  entities  according  to  their qualities. Moreover, it offers system-wide 
regulations for accepting or rejecting alerts, cautions, and adverts from different connected smart entities. 
Moreover. It respects each person's right to privacy and enables the development of fine-grained security 
regulations. 

1.6 MOBILE DEVICES: USER AUTHENTICATION APPROACHES, THREATS, AND TRENDS 

In this study, Chen Wang [3] et al. make the point that having access to a variety of apps on mobile devices 
including online shopping has significantly improved our degree of convenience. Connect to mobile media, 
banking, and navigation from anywhere at any time. While going "Go Mobile" gives consumers convenience 
and flexibility, there's a chance that private data held on mobile devices like names and credit card numbers 
could be hacked. By unlocking the devices, an attacker could gain access to the private and sensitive data 
kept on them. Furthermore, all of the user's mobile services and applications include some level of security 
risk. Using the user's mobile device, for example, the adversary may engage in illegal acts (such installing 
malware and making purchases online). keeping  private  user  information  safe on mobile devices. 
Protecting sensitive user data on mobile devices and preventing unauthorized access are two major purposes 
of mobile device authentication. This study examines the current mobile device authentication techniques. To 
be more accurate, we categorize the existing mobile authentication techniques into four groups: two- factor 
authentication, physiological biometric (fingerprint and iris), behavioral biometrics (gait and hand gesture), 
and knowledge-based (passwords and lock patterns). Based on the basic authentication measures (knowledge, 
ownership, and biometrics) employed in various techniques, these groups have been established. The basic 
authentication metrics (knowledge, ownership, and biometrics) employed in these techniques 

form the basis of these categories. Among these areas, we contrast the security and usefulness of the current 
authentication methods. In addition, we examine the current attacks against various authentication strategies in 
order to identify their weaknesses. 

1.7 INTERNET BANKING IN THE WILD: A SURVEY OF MULTI-FACTOR 
AUTHENTICATION 

According to Federico Sinigaglia [4] et al.'s research, there has been a notable increase in the use of internet 
banking services in the last several years. Multi-factor authentication, or MFA, is being used by banks to 
protect the sensitive resources these services oversee from hackers. Thus far, banks have employed many 
multi- factor authentication (MFA) systems, each possessing distinct characteristics and layouts that provide 
varying levels of security and user experience. Public and private authorities have set rules and guidelines to 
aid in the creation of more secure and user-friendly MFA solutions, even if it is unclear how they will impact 
the MFA systems that are now in use. The design choices made in this work are suggested to be examined 
latitudinally. We provide here the findings of a long-term investigation into the design decisions made by 
global banks along with the way they implement MFA. In particular, we evaluate the MFA solutions now in 
use in the banking sector according to three criteria: (i) complexity; (ii) resilience to attacks; and (iii) 
conformity to legislative requirements and industry best practices. We also examine possible connections 
between these standards. Based on this inquiry, we highlight several lessons learned and outstanding issues. 
Over the last ten years, there has been an increase in the tendency towards internet-based businesses. Internet 
services are increasingly prevalent in the financial sector, with the majority of banks now offering online 
services. 
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1.8 SECURITY FAILURES IN COMPARING MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION 
SCHEMES FOR MULTI-SERVER ENVIRONMENTS 

In this research, Ding Wang [5] et al. have suggested that the key to understanding how to achieve greater 
security is to reveal the security weaknesses of existing cryptographic protocols. For multi-server situations, 
dozens of multi- factor authentication techniques have been presented over time, however the majority have 
quickly been found to be problematic. This field's research trend has devolved into an unfavorable "break-fix-
break-fix" cycle, wherein substantial efforts have been expended but minimal substantive advancements have 
been achieved. In this paper, we review five popular two-factor authentication schemes for multi-server 
environments and show that they are all lacking key features (like user anonymity) or have serious security 
flaws (like temporary information leakage attacks and the lack of truly multi-factor security). 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

It is necessary to take precautions against the misuse of the different cloud computing services and resources. 
The two biggest issues with cloud computing are authentication and access control. Numerous scholars in 
this domain propose various methods to improve cloud authentication in the direction of resilience. As Single 
Factor Authentication has been around for a while, user names and passwords have also. But as computing 
power has increased, so too have the use of low-tech techniques, such as the Brute Force technique, to 
employ sophisticated and effective cryptographic algorithms. As a result, authentication systems are now 
more vulnerable to attacks and have lost some of their efficacy. Using several authentication factors at once, 
multi-factor authentication has become a reliable method of cloud security. This makes use of 
several tiers of cascaded authentication verifications. The adoption and applicability of various factors for 
authentication for multi-factor authentication techniques are covered in-depth and methodically in this study. 
The survey's conclusion relates to developing a distinct authentication factor for multi-factor authentication 
that doesn't require any extra, specialized gear or software. The procedure of such authentication also makes 
use of the unique biometric traits of the user in question 
 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The suggested approach is applicable to a variety of fields, including e-health, e-government, and online 
banking. The protocol is illustrated using the online banking system. putting forth and presenting our 
authentication method. This protocol consists of four algorithms: The user uses SHA-256 to decrypt the 
verification code, and the server uses it to verify the user based on the data received. Hybrid one-time 
passwords employing random OTP SHA-256 bits allow for the encryption and signing of ticket information. 
The user has to configure two things before starting: the protocol's validity period and the server's 
authorization. In our project, we employ secure multi-factor authentication based on the usage of image and 
data encryption. 

Verification code 
 

3.1 . REGISTRATION MODULE 
 

A key element of the Hybrid one-time password (OTP) system, the Registration Module is in charge of safely 
registering customers for the mobile banking app. Users must give some information upon registration, such 
as account credentials and personal information. To safeguard private information and prevent unwanted 
access, this module uses strong encryption algorithms. It also creates distinct user profiles and associates 
them with safe passwords that are used for further authentication procedures. 

3.2 SERVER MODULE 

The OTP system's central processing unit, or Server Module, is in charge of overseeing its main features. It 
increases the overall security of the authentication process by creating and storing one-time passwords 
using the SHA 256-bit 
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encryption technique. Additionally, the Server Module coordinates secure data sharing by enabling smooth 
communication between the client and server components. It is essential to the safe completion of mobile 
banking transactions since it ensures the secrecy and integrity of the OTPs that are produced. 

3.3 CLIENT MODULE 
 

The user interface that allows people to communicate with the mobile banking system is called the Client 
Module. Users start transactions and authentication procedures with this module. It offers an easy-to-use 
interface with features that are intuitive, responsive design elements, and clear instructions. In order to 
generate and verify OTP, the Client Module talks with the Server Module. This keeps the user interface fluid 
and easy to use while guaranteeing that users can safely access their accounts and complete transactions.

 

 

                                                         Figure 3. Block Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 OTP VERIFICATION 
 

An essential module that verifies users' authenticity during transactions or login attempts is OTP Verification. 
This module uses SHA 256- bit encryption for a safe verification method as it compares the OTP that the user 
enters with the one that the server module generates. When OTP verification is successful, users are able to 
access the requested functionality. This adds an extra layer of protection by verifying the user's identity and 
prohibiting unwanted access. 

4. RESULT ANALYSIS 
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The accuracy rate of the current mobile banking system, as represented by the system in place, is 75%. 
Although banks frequently promote online banking and provide security guarantees, there are recognized 
security issues with this approach. Users that conduct mobile banking transactions run the danger of their 
security being compromised by a variety of threats, such as phishing attempts, botnets, and Trojan horses. 

Despite being in place at the transaction level, the present multifactor authentication systems might not 
completely address the potential weaknesses, leaving room for man-in-the-middle attacks. A suggested 
approach has been unveiled in response to these security issues, with the goal of improving internet banking's 
general security. This suggested solution combines SHA-256-bit encryption with a hybrid one-time password 
technique that uses random OTPs. By operating at both the transaction and authentication levels, this 
multifactor authentication technique aims to alleviate the shortcomings of current systems. By reducing the 
dangers connected with mobile banking, this improvement aims to give consumers a safer environment. 
Based on the data, the suggested method has an accuracy rate of 81%, which is greater than the current 
system and suggests that the security measures are better. With SHA-256-bit encryption and random one- 
time passwords (OTPs), the hybrid one-time password technique improves the overall security and 
dependability of the mobile banking system, as evidenced by this improvement in accuracy. It is imperative 
to acknowledge that precision in isolation may not provide a whole picture. Therefore, other factors such as 
adaptability, regulatory compliance, and user experience should also be considered for a comprehensive 
evaluation of the proposed system. 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Conclusively, the suggested Hybrid OTP technique utilizing SHA 256-bit encryption is a noteworthy 
advancement in fortifying the security of mobile banking applications. This method provides a strong 
authentication technique by mitigating the inherent dangers of online transactions, especially in light of 
emerging cyber threats such as phishing and man- in-the-middle assaults. In order to achieve a balance 
between increased security and user comfort, user-friendly input and output designs are combined with a 
focus on authentication at both the transaction and login levels. However, careful consideration of usability, 
continual observation, and flexibility in response to new security threats are necessary for successful 
deployment and broad adoption. With its diverse methodology, the Hybrid OTP system is well- positioned to 
improve the overall reliability and integrity of mobile banking systems in the dynamic field of digital finance. 

6. FUTURE WORK 
 

In order to handle new cybersecurity risks, future work in this area should concentrate on the ongoing 
improvement and modification of the suggested Hybrid one-time password (OTP) system with SHA 256-bit 
encryption. Research efforts could look into the integration of potent artificial intelligence and machine 
learning algorithms to proactively detect and counter new attack patterns. Furthermore, the system's 
resilience would be increased by the creation of adaptive security mechanisms that can react quickly to 
attacks and vulnerabilities that arise in real time. To remain ahead of increasingly complex cyber dangers, 
cooperation between researchers, financial institutions, and cybersecurity specialists is crucial 
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